
LESSON 13: TASHDĪD (pronounced: tashdeed)

The sign is calledtashdīd. It literally means to make strong. It is also known as Shaddah.

A letter bearing a tashdīd is called a Mushaddad. It bears two letters –the first takes sukūnand the
second a haraka.

Explain to the student using the following examples of what atashdīd is composed of:

Explain to the student that thesukūn hides in thetashdīd.Point out that they must stress the letter which
has a tashdīd.In the above example, the two syllables rab and ba must be distinct. Emphasis must be
placed on the letter it doubles.

Use the examples of the names of the children or every day words to explain. For example: Muhammad,
Sumayya, dissatisfy.

Note: in some copies of books of du’athe kasra with tashdīdis placed under the tashdīdinstead of
being placed under the letter.
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Tashdīd.

   

   





WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 4:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 5:

Read the following.
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LESSON 14: PRONUNCIATION LESSON

In this lesson, the translation of the words has been included to show the importance of pronouncing
both the letters and vowels properly. If one is not careful, one might end up saying something that is
quite different than what is intended. One should distinguish between similar sounding letters as well as
keeping the short vowels short and lengthening the longer vowels.
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he wasthey (two) weresurelysurely we

clay fig knowing painful

name

some

sin

aftersay

goodother

eat



LESSON 14: PRONUNCIATION LESSON

The following pairs of words seem similar in pronunciation. Practice them with care. Take a bit time
doing this lesson.
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LESSON 15: READING LESSON

Reading practice in this lesson is meant to consolidate all the sounds and rules that the student has
learned until now.
Repeat this lesson as many times at home as necessary to improve both the accuracy and speed of
reading this words.
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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LESSON 16: READING LESSON

Reading practice in this lesson is meant to consolidate all the sounds and rules that the student has
learned until now.
Repeat this lesson as many times at home as necessary to improve both the accuracy and speed of
reading this words.
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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LESSON 17: READING LESSON

Reading practice in this lesson is meant to consolidate all the sounds and rules that the student has
learned until now.
Repeat this lesson as many times at home as necessary to improve both the accuracy and speed of
reading this words.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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LESSON 17: THE SECONDARY MUDD

In the books ofTajwīd, there are numerous rules that govern the various kinds of Maddah depending on
the style of recitation.

It is not necessary for children to learn their particulars at this stage. In this lesson we will concentrate
on the basic ones.

Maddah literally means to lengthen or stretch.

A Maddah indicates that the vowel it affects must be lengthened or stretched to at least four to six times
its normal length.

For example:

= Ba (short) = Bi (short) = Bu (short)

= Baa or Bā (long) = Bii or Bī (long) = Buu or Bū (long)

= Baaaa or Bã (longer) = Biiii or Bĩ (longer) = Buuuu or Bũ (longer)

= Baaaaaa (longest) = Biiiiii (longest) = Buuuuuu (longest)

In cases when, after the longest Maddah ( ), the next letter has as Sukun or a Tashdīd (Shaddah),
then the letter with the longest Maddah ( ), should be prolonged and joined with the next letter.

For example:
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Longer

Stretch four times
Longest

Stretch six times

 
Aaaaaalāna Walladhaaaaaallīn



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 4:

This worksheet involves practice with letters with Maddah that are followed by letters withTashdīd.

Read the following.
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LESSON 18: SILENT LETTERS (empty letters)

When the letters appear without any sign on them (like fatha, kasra, dhamma, sukun …)and

are followed by a letter with a sukun ortashdīd, They are called silent letters.

These letters are not pronounced, although they are written.

is read as WAL ( ) and not as a long vowelWĀL

is read as ZUL ( ) and not asZŪL

is read as WALLA () and not asWĀLLA

Other empty letters are also not pronounced.

the letter is empty and therefore silent; is read as Murtadha

 the letter is empty and therefore silent; is read as Salātu

the letters and are empty and therefore silent; is read asRibā

When the Definite Article appears before a word that begins with a “sun” (shamsiyyah) letter, the 
losses its sukunand becomes silent. The “sun” letter is then written with a tashdīd.

The “sun” letters are:   

the letters and are empty and therefore silent; is read as ar-Rahmāni

At this stage, it is not necessary to go into the details of this rule. It is sufficient to tell the children that
any letter that is empty (does not bear any sign) is silent and not read.
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For example:

For example:

For example:



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following.
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